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EBS - Korea Educational Broadcasting System is the one and only public educational broadcasting 
company in Korea. EBS is now operating 8 different channels, including 2 terrestrial TV channels, 1 radio 
channel, 3 satellite TV channels specialized in educational programs, 1 IPTV children’s channel and 1 
channel for Korean-Americans. Terrestrial channels offer preschool and youth programs, culture programs 
and documentaries for adults. Besides TV channels, VOD service and diverse array of e-Learning content 
of different levels and different target ages are provided via online/mobile platform.

About EBS

EBS strives to produce top-notch children’s programs and documentaries. After its dedication in making 
science, history and nature documentaries, EBS’s premium documentaries are acknowledged in the global 
content market and work with major broadcasters in the U.S and Europe, including PBS, Smithsonian 
Channel, France 5, Arte, and RAI, etc. EBS children’s programs have been leading the preschoolers 
and children content market. EBS animation, such as ‘Pororo, the Little Penguin’ and ‘Super Wings’ air 
in all over the world entertaining and educating the younger audience.

Programs

Channels
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 UHD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

<The Origin: Five Elements of Human Civilization> is a daring 

and audacious journey to map out a genealogy of ‘five elements’ 

on the canvas of Human Civilization. This documentary tries 

to find the connections with the ever-evolved relationship 

between the human race and five elements; Fire, Water, Iron, 

Wood and Earth. Also, it attempts to delve into the technological 

relationship between the East and the West and the meaningful 

development that has derived from the tension and divergence 

of the two worlds. 

Episode List :

1 - Fire 火

2 - Water 水

3 - Iron 金

4 - Wood 木

5 - Earth 土

 

The Origin: Five Elements of 
Human Civilization

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



32
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

The skeletal remains of a Mexican refugee found at the U.S. 

border in the Arizona desert, the secretly buried remains of a 

middle-aged British woman uncovered in multiple fragments of  

bones, a young soldier who died in the Korean War some 70 

years ago, and the remains of victims killed during the Gwangju 

Movement for Democracy, all tell a story. 

<Bones> reveals the stories behind mysterious deaths and events 

around the globe with top scientists in forensic anthropology 

and touches the origin of humanity, bringing archaic humans 

back to life with fragments of bones. 

Bones

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

7,000 years ago, a woman lay cold in a tomb. She was discovered 

clasping a precious pieces of metal in her hands. Who were the 

revolutionaries that melted copper and tin together? Intriguing 

stories surge from the very beginning of civilization. 

This three-part series starts from the birth of the first bronze 

sword, along the 2,000-year journey from the west to the east, 

crossing the vast plains of the Eurasian continent. A story of a 

sword mightier than fire, melting the cold ices of the far East. 

The sword leads a journey through chaotic times when one 

group conquered the other, cities formed and wars were fought. 

Sword In Flames

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



54
 UHD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

Galapagos: 
The Edge of the World

The isolated islands in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, with 

the creatures that call the island home and found nowhere in 

the world. How could a small number of species evolve in the 

vast variety of life we see in Galapagos? 

<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> takes the viewers to the 

evidence of Darwinian evolution. Known for its vast number of 

endemic species, <Galapagos: The Edge of the World> explores 

the standpoints of evolution, environmental change and the 

interference between human and nature vividly captured in UHD.

Episode List :

1 - Survival
2 - Ocean of Confusion
3 - Coexistence, Is It Possible? 

NATURE & WILDLIFE

Red crabs on the Indian Ocean’s Christmas Island migrate to 

breed and spawn during the full moon in December. Brown 

hawk-owls follow moths into the city gathering under the bright 

street lamps making themselves home, while the city cicadas 

lose their nighttime singing round the clock.

<The Night> explores the ecology of the nighttime, portraying 

the role of the moon that enables the ecological links that have 

been undergoing over hundreds of millions of years. This program 

uncovers the astrophysical phenomena engendered by the night 

and the moon, along with the biggest evolutionary secrets of 

the earth’s ecology and life forms. This secretive but dynamic 

true nature of the night is captured through multidimensional 

compositions and high-resolution videography.

The Night

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 UHD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018
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 UHD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, Korean dubbed / 2018

5,000 Years of Survival

North Korean nuclear weapons has stirred tension over the 

Korean Peninsula growing to an international threat. For the past 

5,000 years, geopolitically surrounded by great powers, Koreans 

experienced one ordeal after another. The past kingdoms of the 

Korean peninsula fought against foreign powers, experiencing 

numerous successes and failures. They tried to maintain a sense 

of identity and autonomy as one nation.

This program will take a deeper look into the elements behind 

the rise and fall of the Korean Peninsula’s past kingdoms, 

the diplomatic strategies and principles to survive amid the 

surrounding foreign powers.

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

What is our future amidst the Fourth Industrial Revolution?

AI technology that is more human than humans, a 

superconnected, superintelligent society where people and 

objects are connected, are all booting up the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution.  

<Humanity 4.0> examines the future of humankind facing 

the new revolution and being at the forefront of his research, 

Roboticist Dr. Dennis Hong, a Professor and the Founding 

Director of RoMeLa (Robotics & Mechanisms Laboratory) of the 

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering Department at UCLA, raises 

the question on the essence of ‘Humanity’ hidden underneath 

the exponentially advanced technology. ‘Mind Clone’, a robot 

chosen by top CEOs in America and ‘Dadbot’, a son’s race to 

give his dying father an artificial immortality – How will the 

technology realize the people’s desire for immortality through 

new forms of eternal life? How will humanity coexist with the 

technology?    

Humanity 4.0

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted / 2018

How must parents of the industrial age educate children who 

are facing the Fourth Industrial Revolution? In this rapidly 

changing world, the approaching future instills a new kind of 

fear like an unknown illness. The Fourth Industrial Revolution 

has been seeping into not only the society at large but also 

our homes, parents, and children. Values and systems that we 

believed would last forever are crumbling, and we will soon 

be competing against artificial intelligence. So how are we to 

prepare our children to become “future people”?

This program focuses on the most basic social unit, the family. 

Teenagers are essentially raised by their family, the only unit 

that can generate love, the root of life. Since teens are still 

under the protection of their family while beginning to seriously 

contemplate their future, the role and significance of that family 

is especially important.

<In the Name of Love> introduces six families from different 

culture backgrounds: Korea, Singapore, India, Mongolia, Vietnam, 

and Germany capturing the intense efforts of education within 

these families in everyday life and contemplates the role of family 

in this day and age, facing a complicated and uncertain future.

In the Name of Love

ART & CULTURE

Animal domestication, a momentous event in human history, 

was not a unilateral process led by humans but a result of 

human-animal cooperation. 

<Livestock> explores the impact of animal domestication on 

human history and investigates the most desirable human-

livestock relationship. It explores the diversity of roles played by 

livestock in the lives of humans, from a historical, anthropological 

and archeological point of view.

Episode List :

1 - The Great Partnership
2 - Luxury Foods: Milk and Meat 
3 - Working Livestock, Working Humans
4 - A Very Old Partnership

 UHD  4 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017

Livestock

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 

Philosophy is the process by which we seek to answer these 

questions. Philosophy is also at the heart of human reasoning 

that extends periods of history. Society remains adrift because 

our drive to ask these questions and seek answers is not strong 

enough. Have we been truly committed to this drive and desire 

to find answers?

<Philosophize: Fundamentals Reloaded> is a 5-part docu-

mentary series that applies philosophical methodology to the 

examination of key challenges facing our troubled society. 

The series contemplates possible solutions and delivers the 

true meaning of <Philosophize: Fundamentals Reloaded> to 

its viewers.

Episode List :

1 - Hatred Be Thy Name
2 - Origins of Our Minds
3 - Good and Evil
4 - A World of Idea
5 - The Cradle of Philosophy

Philosophize: 
Fundamentals Reloaded

 UHD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017

Strategy of Life 

Our planet is full of wondrous creatures. Among them, living 

organisms that have survived and evolved for over four billion 

years, who are probably some of the most amazing of all the 

creatures. What is the secret of their long survival? Why do 

living things strive to survive? Through extraordinary UHD(4K) 

images, this documentary captures the crucial factors to teach 

that can reveal to viewers the true magnificence of Mother 

Nature and how living things strive to achieve their ultimate 

goal; evolution and survival through reproduction.

Episode List :

1 - Endless selection: Mating Game
2 - Secret War: Courtship Behavior

NATURE & WILDLIFESCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE
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<Home Sweet Home> is a story about houses for living rather 

than houses for buying. In Korea, young adults remain ‘house 

poor’ while the elderly lack housing welfare. On the other hand, 

France and Northern European countries consider it a potential 

and future loss for young people to work part or full time to pay 

for housing, so the governments take care of the lion’s share of 

their housing costs. The show reflects on these realities while 

examining the housing situations in Northern Europe, Bhutan, 

and Japan.

Episode List :

1 - Where Young People Live
2 - Where Will Your Final Home Be?
3 - My Home Sweet Home

Home Sweet Home
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NATURE & WILDLIFE

ART & CULTURE SERIES
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 UHD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

Galapagos: 
The Edge of the World

The isolated islands in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, with 

the creatures that call the island home and found nowhere in 

the world. How could a small number of species evolve in the 

vast variety of life we see in Galapagos? 

<Galapagos: The Edge of the World> takes the viewers to the 

evidence of Darwinian evolution. Known for its vast number of 

endemic species, <Galapagos: The Edge of the World> explores 

the standpoints of evolution, environmental change and the 

interference between human and nature vividly captured in UHD.

Episode List :

1 - Survival
2 - Ocean of Confusion
3 - Coexistence, Is It Possible? 

NATURE & WILDLIFE



1514

Animal domestication, a momentous event in human history, 

was not a unilateral process led by humans but a result of 

human-animal cooperation. 

<Livestock> explores the impact of animal domestication on 

human history and investigates the most desirable human-

livestock relationship. It explores the diversity of roles played by 

livestock in the lives of humans, from a historical, anthropological 

and archeological point of view.

Episode List :

1 - The Great Partnership
2 - Luxury Foods: Milk and Meat 
3 - Working Livestock, Working Humans
4 - A Very Old Partnership

 UHD  4 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 UHD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

Livestock

NATURE & WILDLIFE

Red crabs on the Indian Ocean’s Christmas Island migrate to 

breed and spawn during the full moon in December. Brown 

hawk-owls follow moths into the city gathering under the bright 

street lamps making themselves home, while the city cicadas 

lose their nighttime singing round the clock.

<The Night> explores the ecology of the nighttime, portraying 

the role of the moon that enables the ecological links that have 

been undergoing over hundreds of millions of years. This program 

uncovers the astrophysical phenomena engendered by the night 

and the moon, along with the biggest evolutionary secrets of 

the earth’s ecology and life forms. This secretive but dynamic 

true nature of the night is captured through multidimensional 

compositions and high-resolution videography.

The Night

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017

This program sheds light on the ecology of the least known 

anthropoid apes in Asia – gibbons. We reveal how they 

communicate through singing and how they establish their 

social structure based on monogamy. For 2 years, we have 

tracked them throughout Indonesia and Thailand, capturing 

their lives. There are 18 recognized species of gibbons. For the 

first time in the world, our cameras filmed several species of 

wild gibbons, focusing on the ecology of these small anthropoid 

apes. 5 of the 18 species have been caught on camera, of which 

the story of the white-handed gibbon, the siamang, and the 

Javan gibbon unfold in this documentary.

Gibbon, the Singing Ape

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 UHD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017

Strategy of Life 

Our planet is full of wondrous creatures. Among them, living 

organisms that have survived and evolved for over four billion 

years, who are probably some of the most amazing of all the 

creatures. What is the secret of their long survival? Why do 

living things strive to survive? Through extraordinary UHD(4K) 

images, this documentary captures the crucial factors to teach 

that can reveal to viewers the true magnificence of Mother 

Nature and how living things strive to achieve their ultimate 

goal; evolution and survival through reproduction.

Episode List :

1 - Endless selection: Mating Game
2 - Secret War: Courtship Behavior

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  2 x 50 min or 1 x 55 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2016 

How do living creatures adapt to the moments demanded by 

time? A great tit smoothly flies through the web-like branches 

to escape from a sparrow hawk. A maple tree releases its seeds. 

A flying squirrel glides through falling leaves, and a goshawk 

spends half a day to hunt a rabbit. A rice fish jumps and snatches 

a flying water strider like a circus. All these moments happen 

in the blink of an eye. Along a misty riverside, private lives of 

many living creatures thrive within every moment.

Episode List :

1 - Moments of Eternity
2 - Between What Has Passed and What Is Coming

Moment 

NATURE & WILDLIFE

18
 UHD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2016 

<Green Animal> reveals that plants are also animals that contain 

desire and will. Plants suffer from a lack of nutrients while having 

the sexual reproduction urge to spread its DNA like animal. Plants 

have to react more sensitively to the surrounding environments 

because they cannot travel; they have to move more actively in 

order to survive. They exist in the different time in comparison 

to our time. Root hunts for moisture and nutrients, while stem 

functions as olfactory sense that tracks the smell of the host. To 

survive in infertile environments, it plants its seeds deep into the 

ground; and to effectively eject scents that can attract pollinators, 

it emits more than 35°C of heat. This is a documentary about 

the lives of plants from the perspective of animals.

Episode List :

1 - Breeding
2 - Hunger
3 - Sex

Green Animal

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 ABU Prizes 2016: TV Winners, Documentary
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HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015

There are countless factors that influence the evolution of life 

such as a change in the environment, parasites, food, natural 

enemies, the climate. In such evolutionary diversity, the ability 

to produce poison is the most extraordinary. The documentary 

crew visited deserts, rain forests, and the ocean floor in 

search of poisonous animals. By studying these creatures, the 

documentary attempts to answer questions on the correlation 

between poison and natural selection, and what role poison 

plays in the march of evolution.

Episode List :

1 - Poison, Strategy for Survival
2 - Poison, in the Ecosystem
3 - Poison, the War of Plants and Animals

Poison, 
An Evolutionary Mystery

NATURE & WILDLIFE

HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015 

Central Asia located in the center of the Asian continent consists 

of endless plains, arid deserts and treacherous mountains, 

making it the most isolated and dangerous terrain in the world. 

This is how it has remained relatively unknown to the rest of 

the world and preserved its nature in its original form. 

Episode List :

1 - Prologue- Untamed Land
2 - Winter of the Wolves and Nomads
3 - Song of the Wind, Tales of the Land
4 - Pamir and the Himalayas
5 - Life Fills the Water

Central Asia, 
Spirit of The Wild

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015 

“Survival of the fittest” - This most basic of Darwinian concepts 

has served as one of the most influential theories in the 20th 

century, used to explain countless phenomena encompassing 

a diverse array of fields from sociology to economics. In “Wild 

Survival,” we return to the most basic meaning of the phrase, 

exploring what it means to survive in nature, and revealing the 

survival secrets of some of the most fearsome beasts known 

to man. In this dynamic series on nature, we offer an intimate 

glimpse into the relationship between the hunter and the 

hunted.

Episode List :

1 - The Tiger, Guerilla Hunter
2 - Lion, King of the Savanna
3 - The Fall of the Frozen Kingdom
4 - In Search of Water
5 - The Secret Life of Marsupials

Wild Survival

NATURE & WILDLIFE

HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

Among animal species, only snakes have the ability to survive on 

land, sea and even fly in the air. The show begins with scenes 

of garter snakes, numbering in the hundreds and thousands, 

breeding after having awoken from their winter hibernation 

in Canada. The life cycles of Korean ratsnakes and vipers are 

shown as well. And the secret on how flying snakes can fly are 

shown by tracking and studying the paradise flying snake and 

ornate flying snake that live in jungles around Asia. Not only 

do the documentary crews capture the flight of flying snake 

species but they also bring vivid scenes of flying frogs and 

flying lizards in mid-flight. 

Snakes, Secrets of Nature’s 
Deadliest Creatures

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2014 

While tiny and seemingly insignificant, insects are nature’s most 

formidable force. They have been programmed through eons 

of evolutionary history for one reason only, that is to survive 

and propagate. Yet, they also serve a vital role in balancing the 

ecology. In “Insects - The World of Millimeters,” we focus on 

the amazing and innovative survival strategies that insects have 

evolved in order to adapt to their surroundings, and learn how 

through competition and cooperation, these incredible creations 

of evolutionary history have contributed to not only balancing, 

but also sustaining the global ecology.

Episode List :

1 - The Great Strategy
2 - Leaves, a Micro-Cosmos 

Insects, 
The World of Millimeters

NATURE & WILDLIFE

24

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2014 

Untouched by modern civilization and located under the 

searing equatorial sun, Papua New Guinea is home to a 

diverse ecosystem. And in this ecosystem lives birds which 

are so spectacular in appearance that they are called birds-

of-paradise. In this 3-part documentary, we explore the birds 

and their intricate courtship dances. Also, we learn about the 

bower bird and the complicated structures they build in order 

to seduce mates.

Full of amazing creatures which are both intelligent and beautiful, 

this series gives us new insight into Papua New Guinea’s 

ecosystem and a renewed appreciation for the biodiversity 

which is being threatened all throughout the world.

Episode List :

1 - The Legless Bird
2 - A Garden for Birds
3 - Birds and People  

Birds of Paradise

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 STVF(Shanghai International Film & TV Festival) 2014 screened
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2014 

Organisms as old as life itself, parasites are a hidden force which 

infests every known corner of the earth. While parasites are 

mostly known to slowly suck the life out of their hosts, some 

parasites are known to be helpful, a notable example being the 

parasite that causes sickle-cell anemia. Even now, this complex 

and intricate relationship between parasites and hosts continues 

to develop.

Join us in this fascinating and eye-opening exploration of some 

of earth’s most stunning and mysterious creatures. This exciting 

new 2-part documentary opens the doors to the thrilling world 

of parasites and asks the ultimate question, “Can man and 

parasites co-exist?”

Episode List :

1 -  The Unseen
2 -  Endless Conflict

Parasite

NATURE & WILDLIFE

26
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

Located at the junction between Tian Shan, Karakoram, Kunlun, 

and Hindu Kush ranges, forbidding altitudes and political strife 

has kept the Pamir Mountains beyond reach for many explorers. 

Witness great pastures unfolding 4,000 meters above sea level, 

creatures big and small, wild and domesticated, struggling for 

survival, in an untamed land where man has yet to assume 

supremacy. The gorgeous scenery of frozen lakes hidden deep 

within thick snow and rare species that live only in the most 

remote areas have all been captured on film for the very first time.

Pamir, Land of Secrets

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 Sichuan TV Festival 2014 : 
      Nature & Environment Category Asian Production Award
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2013 

Far-removed from the tropical jungle or sun-scorched plains in 

which we would usually expect to find a leopard, this two-part 

documentary takes us from the very roof of the world - the 

peaks of the Himalayan and Altai mountain ranges - to the 

barren wasteland of the Gobi Desert in search of that mysterious 

creature known as “The White Recluse”. Seldom seen even by 

the residents of these high mountain plateaus, no expense or 

effort was spared on the part of our production team, who, 

along with some state-of-the-art technology and the aid of local 

nomads and the residential team down at the Snow Leopard 

Research Center, walked boldly into the leopard’s lair. And while 

patiently waiting for the star of the show to appear, we take the 

time to become acquainted with the local wildlife and nomadic 

families who share this harsh terrain with the White Recluse itself. 

We also take a look at the direct way in which the predatory 

drives of the snow leopard affects the livelihoods of those who 

share its natural habitat.

Snow Leopard, 
The White Recluse

NATURE & WILDLIFE

28
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2013 

Winding from the Tibetan Plateau in China’s Yunnan Province, 

southward through Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and 

eventually Vietnam, the mighty Mekong is over 4,000 kilometers 

long and is the source of life for tens of millions of people from 

Tibet to the Indochina Peninsula. The river defines the borders of 

these countries at the same time that it intertwines their cultures 

and history. This stunning three-part documentary explores the 

region and the people whose very existence depends on this 

major world river. 

Part 1 explores the economic activities that sustain the region, 

from high-elevation farming in Yunnan Province to delta fisheries 

in Vietnam. Part 2 explores the role that the Mekong has played 

in the development of unique cultures along its path, while 

Part 3 explores how the river has helped shape the thriving 

religious faiths of the region.

Mekong, the Cradle of Life

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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 2D  HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2012 

In this stunning documentary marked by visual virtuosity 

and ravishing cinematography, we explore the rivers of Korea 

throughout the four seasons. There are intimate encounters 

with the flora and fauna of the rivers, as we learn about the 

cycle of life and nature which unfolds in an intricate dance in 

accordance with the changing of the seasons. And through 

these encounters, we are given a deeper appreciation of the 

delicate balance which must be maintained for a river ecology 

to support the countless creatures which are part of it. Also, 

through never-before-seen underwater shots of fish in their 

natural habitat, the documentary tells an intriguing tale of life, 

death and survival which is both universal and timeless.

The River, Odyssey of Life

NATURE & WILDLIFE

30
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2012 

Straddling the border of North Korea and China, sacred Mt 

Paektusan is a place of grand beauty and a symbol of unity for 

the two Koreas. But geologists worry that this sleeping behemoth 

may be overdue for an eruption like the magnitude-7 cataclysm 

that rocked East Asia a thousand years ago and plunged the 

world into darkness. This two-part series analyzes what might 

happen if such an event were to occur, while also looking 

in depth at other peoples who live in the shadow of active 

volcanoes. 

Episode List :

1 - The Truth Behind Mt. Baekdu’s Mega-Eruption
2 - In the Land of Great Fire

The Volcano

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2012 

While it is perhaps best known as the land that suffered genocide 

at the hands of Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia has 

more to it than merely a tragic political history.  In fact, it is 

home to a tropical rainforest widely known as the ‘Breath of 

Asia’. From vultures and flying foxes to bison and crocodiles, 

this rainforest harbors some of the rarest species on the planet, 

as well as sustaining the local human population known as the 

‘Punong’ people. In this sensitively filmed two-part series, we 

come into intimate contact with a hidden corner of the world 

as few have seen it before. 

Cambodia, 
Nature’s Great Treasure

NATURE & WILDLIFE

32
HD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2012 

There is an endless stretch of grassland in the heart of the 

Asian continent surrounded by the majestic peaks of the Tian 

Shan and Altai Mountains. Simply known as “The Steppe,” it is 

the most expansive steppe in the world.

It is a gateway which connects the ecologies of Europe and Asia, 

and along with the African savanna, one of the greatest habitats 

of a diverse array of grassland-dwelling animals and birds.

Set to the backdrop of the rugged yet beautiful nature of the 

steppes of Asia, the documentary follows the wildlife of the 

region and tells the story of the region’s nomadic inhabitants 

who live in accordance with the laws of the great outdoors, 

yet, must sometimes struggle against nature in order to survive.

Untamed Spirit, 
The Steppes of Asia 

NATURE & WILDLIFE



35
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011 

Imagining the great hunters of the animal kingdom may conjure 

up images of lions, and tigers, or bears. But, oh my, you should 

not forget about the birds. These flying predators are some of 

the most skilled hunters in nature, boasting a variety of skills 

that make them masters of the sky and even the water. Using 

incredible footage that includes slow-motion video designed to 

carefully demonstrate the blink-of-an-eye tactics birds utilize to 

catch their next meal, this two-part documentary series lays out 

the myriad strategies and techniques employed by a variety of 

birds, from plovers to ospreys, from herons to hawks, and even 

eagles. The first part shows the battle over and beneath the 

water. The second part moves the focus upward a bit, giving 

the viewer a glimpse of the birds of prey who plot their attack 

from on high.

Tales of the Avian Hunters

NATURE & WILDLIFE

34
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011 

There are a handful of places in the world where temperatures 

and altitudes can reach extremes not seen anywhere else. These 

environments are starkly different – ranging from scorching 

deserts where the temperature can soar up to 63 degrees 

Celsius, to icy fields where things freeze in the blink of an eye. 

Nevertheless, the people of these regions share a common bond 

of determination and courage. Let us we meet these people 

whose lives are a testament to the strength and tenacity of 

the human spirit.

Episode List :

1 - The Salt Caravans of Danakil
2 - The Winter of Oymyakon, Siberia
3 - The Himalayas, Life on the Edge

Extreme Lands

NATURE & WILDLIFE



37
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2010 

The Himalayas stretches across five countries, but its diversity lies 

in its vertical differences, which range from glaciers to jungle. 

“The Himalayas”  is an unforgettable look at a region few ever 

see, a documentary that will have you longing to climb up to 

the roof of the world yourself. 

Part 1, “Land of the Snow Leopard,” chronicles our attempts 

to spot the elusive big cat that characterizes this inhospitable 

region. In Part 2, “From the Jungle to the Snow,” our camera 

crew goes the breadth of this 2400-kilometer long mountain 

chain to witness the diversity of ecological and environmental 

zones. In Part 3, “Nature Protected by God,” our focus turns 

more heavily to the people who live in this storied land and 

the culture they have developed.

The Himalayas

NATURE & WILDLIFE

36
HD  1 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011 

Far from the crowds and congestion of metropolitan Manila, at 

the western edge of the Philippine archipelago, Palawan remains 

an underdeveloped province rich with species that are dying out 

elsewhere. The waters off these islands in particular are teeming 

with octopi, barracudas, clownfish, pufferfish, and sharks that 

are beautifully captured with extensive underwater scenes. But 

much of this Documentary also focuses on terrestrial creatures, 

like solitary tortoises finding a safe place to lay their eggs, or 

even winged mammals like the fruit bats that inhabit the world’s 

longest underground river. 

Palawan, 
Paradise in the Philippines 

NATURE & WILDLIFE



39
HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2009 

Creepy-crawly creatures as long as thirty centimeters digging 

through the dirt give most people the willies, especially the 

multi-legged chilopods called centipedes that look like monsters 

from a science fiction movie. But rather than stomping these 

multi-legged chilopods and their distant cousins the millipedes, 

this documentary takes a look at what makes these creatures 

tick. The viewer learns not only about their venomous fangs and 

unique locomotion, but also how these subterranean predators 

have been viewed in Asian society in both the past and present. 

You might just be surprised.

Centipede

NATURE & WILDLIFE

38
HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2009 

Mention birds of prey and most people don’t think of hawks, but 

the hawk family has its own share of notable predators with keen 

hunting skills and even more adept flight. Among them is the 

goshawk, a wide-ranging diurnal raptor found in North America 

and Eurasia. This visually stimulating documentary provides a rare 

glimpse of this majestic bird, including meticulously captured 

video that demonstrates the expertise with which this bird flies, 

even through dense forest. Amazing slow-motion video reveals 

how the goshawk adroitly bounces off these barriers, turning 

hazards into means to propel, to stop, or to change direction.

Goshawk, 
the Soul of the Wind

NATURE & WILDLIFE

 Japan Wildlife Film Festival 2011 : Best Asia-Oceania Award
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 

40
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2009 

Hundreds of kilometers off the coast of mainland Africa, 

Madagascar and its people are different from their continental 

cousins. The people are a mixture of African and Asian, and their 

land is home to indigenous species of plant and primate found 

nowhere else in the world. This two-part series takes a look at 

this island nation and the challenges it faces in protecting its 

unique flora and fauna. From the baobab trees made famous 

by the children’s story  The Little Prince  to the lemurs, sifakas, 

and indris that have come to symbolize this country, the viewer 

is taken on a journey that won’t be easily forgotten.

Madagascar, 
the World’s Island

NATURE & WILDLIFE
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M

The 

HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

The skeletal remains of a Mexican refugee found at the U.S. 

border in the Arizona desert, the secretly buried remains of a 

middle-aged British woman uncovered in multiple fragments of  

bones, a young soldier who died in the Korean War some 70 

years ago, and the remains of victims killed during the Gwangju 

Movement for Democracy, all tell a story. 

<Bones> reveals the stories behind mysterious deaths and events 

around the globe with top scientists in forensic anthropology 

and touches the origin of humanity, bringing archaic humans 

back to life with fragments of bones. 

Bones

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

41
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4342
HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

What is our future amidst the Fourth Industrial Revolution?

AI technology that is more human than humans, a 

superconnected, superintelligent society where people and 

objects are connected, are all booting up the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution.  

<Humanity 4.0> examines the future of humankind facing 

the new revolution and being at the forefront of his research, 

Roboticist Dr. Dennis Hong, a Professor and the Founding 

Director of RoMeLa (Robotics & Mechanisms Laboratory) of the 

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering Department at UCLA, raises 

the question on the essence of ‘Humanity’ hidden underneath 

the exponentially advanced technology. ‘Mind Clone’, a robot 

chosen by top CEOs in America and ‘Dadbot’, a son’s race to 

give his dying father an artificial immortality – How will the 

technology realize the people’s desire for immortality through 

new forms of eternal life? How will humanity coexist with the 

technology?    

Humanity 4.0

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 

Philosophy is the process by which we seek to answer these 

questions. Philosophy is also at the heart of human reasoning 

that extends periods of history. Society remains adrift because 

our drive to ask these questions and seek answers is not strong 

enough. Have we been truly committed to this drive and desire 

to find answers?

<Philosophize: Fundamentals Reloaded> is a 5-part docu-

mentary series that applies philosophical methodology to the 

examination of key challenges facing our troubled society. 

The series contemplates possible solutions and delivers the 

true meaning of <Philosophize: Fundamentals Reloaded> to 

its viewers.

Episode List :

1 - Hatred Be Thy Name
2 - Origins of Our Minds
3 - Good and Evil
4 - A World of Idea
5 - The Cradle of Philosophy

Philosophize: 
Fundamentals Reloaded

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE



45
 UHD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2016 

Mathematics is shrouded behind a veil and does not easily reveal 

itself. Students resort to rote memorization of math formulas 

to solve problems in a boring exercise of the mind that is also 

repetitive. However, if you knew the history of mathematics, 

the way they learn math could change. <Numbers> is a 

documentary that brings to life the genius mathematicians 

who discovered new theories and frontiers in math in a way 

that have never been seen before to show the beauty of math. 

Departing from the likes of “serious” documentaries, <Numbers> 

will unravel the mysteries of numbers like a sleuth following 

strands of clues to make math fun and approachable. Through 

the discovery of “π,” “∞,” “x,” “0,” “ i ” this documentary will 

illustrate the beauty of mathematics and its intrinsic meaning.

Episode List :

1 - π
2 - ∞
3 - x
4 - 0
5 - i

Numbers

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

44
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2016 

Over the history, humans appeared in many different sizes, 

body features and characteristics. In this documentary series, 

the lives and uniqueness of prehistoric human species will be 

examined. The lives and survival tips of each unique human, 

from tiny midgets to tall giants, will be brought back to life 

through advanced computer graphics, realistic reenactments 

as well as profound and professional assessments of world-

renowned experts in the academia. The viewers will witness 

the astonishing lives of our most extraordinary ancestors.

Episode List :

1 - The Survivors
2 - The Extinct

Lost Humans

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

 WorldFest Huston 2017: Grand Remi

 Asian TV Awards 2017: Best Documentary Series 



47
HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2013 

The Five Keys

For better or worse, science has played a central role in the 

life and development of human civilization since man first 

mastered the use of fire. Now, however, with scientific research 

and technology developing at an exponential rate the likes of 

which mankind has never seen before, new issues have been 

raised. This 5-part documentary series takes an in-depth look 

at the five key areas of scientific innovation that are likely to 

have the largest impact on the fortune of our global society. 

From GMO crops and solar energy to genetic mutations and 

the way we store and process information, it seems we have 

all we need to ensure sustained growth and abundance for 

our future. However, whether or not this does in fact prove 

to be the case depends upon the uses to which we put our 

scientific knowledge. All these themes and more are dealt with 

fully in “The 5 Keys”.

Episode List :

1 -  Zeros and Ones 
2 - New Materials
3 - Seeds

4 - Mutations
5 - The Sun

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

46
HD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2014 

Throughout ancient history, light was worshipped as the holy 

giver of all life. Yet, many an inquisitive mind sought to bring 

light down from its sacred pedestal and reveal its true nature 

through science.

In this 6-part documentary, we will embark on a scientific odyssey 

in pursuit of light. We will tell the story of those brilliant scientists 

who little by little unveiled the amazing secrets of light, and 

through their story, and through easy-to-understand examples, 

we will attempt to understand the incredible theories about 

light which have brought us closer to answering the most basic 

questions about how the universe works.

Episode List :

1 - Light and Time - The Special Theory of Relativity
2 - Light and Space - The Theory of General Relativity
3 - In Pursuit of Light
4 - Light and Atoms
5 - Light and Quantum Physics
6 - Light and Strings

The Physics of Light

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

 Science Film Festival 2015 : Prize of the Jury



49
HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2012 

In this 5 part documentary, we will explore the history of life 

from its humble beginnings as single-celled organisms, to its 

great blossoming and proliferation which took place over the 

course of eons. Through vivid 3D computer imagery, we will 

resurrect the ancient creatures that once ruled the earth and 

chronicle their rise and fall. Also, we will examine how plant life 

evolved and changed, and learn how the dinosaurs first took 

flight to become the ancestors of modern birds. We will unravel 

the greatest mysteries of life, such as how creatures moved 

from the sea to land, as well as the origins of mating and sex.

Episode List :

1 - Plants, Earth’s Silent Rulers
2 - The Story of the Feather
3 - The Landing
4 - Mating –The Search for the Other Half
5 - Extinction –An End and a New Beginning

History of Life

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

48
HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2012 

A guided tour of the history of numbers and how they’ve shaped 

the development of humankind is at the heart of this unique 

series. In five episodes that take us across time and around 

the world, we see how mathematics played an important role 

in ancient Egypt and Greece, early India, medieval Europe, and 

our own modern world. Computer graphics make mathematical 

formulae accessible and interesting, while dramatic reenactments 

of history pique the viewer’s interest. 

Episode List :

1 - The Beginning of Numbers
2 - The Elements
3 - The Divinity of Numbers
4 - The World in Motion
5 - Conquering Math’s New Frontiers 

Math and the Rise of 
Civilization

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE



5150
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2010 

With Africa as a focus, this series takes a look at the mathematical 

principles behind the evolution of different characteristics, from 

the chemical reactions that determine patterns of various species, 

to the magic number — 1.5 billion — that is a key element in 

the size and longevity of nearly all mammal species. Against 

a backdrop of beautifully filmed wildlife footage, “Discovering 

Life’s Formulas” is a chance to understand the mathematical 

order that makes up the wild.

Episode List :

1 - The Equation the Cheetah Swallowed
2 - The Law of Size

Discovering Life’s Formulas

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2010 

East Asia is a place where cutting-edge technology is always 

pushing the envelope of human achievement. But move away 

from the region’s metropolises, and you may find millions of 

people who still rely on ancient ways to feed themselves, build 

their homes, and heal loved ones. This thoughtful documentary 

series takes the viewer to three iconic regions (Tibet, Southern 

China and Mongolia), to see how traditional medicine is still 

practiced by indigenous peoples, methods that provide a lifeline 

to those who have no other access to medical care.

Episode List :

1 - The Smile of the Medicine Buddha
2 - Three Thousand Medicines and Eight Hundred Prescriptions
3 - Traditional Medicine of the Mounted Nomads

Journey of the Ancient 
Medicine

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 
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HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2009 

If we were to witness a crime, most of us think we’d step up 

and do the right thing. But newspapers are full of stories of 

people who stood by and did nothing. <Two-Faced> explores 

the sociology of why that is, and why we ourselves might do the

same even if we’re sure we wouldn’t. 

Part 1, “The Power of the Situation,” shows why even the best-

intentioned individuals may seem like completely different 

people when they’re caught up in a group. 

Part 2, “The Miracle of Petty Things,” explores how a group 

mentality can lead to neglect or abuse. 

Part 3, “Ordinary Heroes,” is a heart-warming look at real-life 

individuals who stand apart from the so-called  ‘bystander effect,’ 

in many casessaving lives.

Two Faced

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017 
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 UHD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

<The Origin: Five Elements of Human Civilization> is a daring 

and audacious journey to map out a genealogy of ‘five elements’ 

on the canvas of Human Civilization. This documentary tries 

to find the connections with the ever-evolved relationship 

between the human race and five elements; Fire, Water, Iron, 

Wood and Earth. Also, it attempts to delve into the technological 

relationship between the East and the West and the meaningful 

development that has derived from the tension and divergence 

of the two worlds. 

Episode List :

1 - Fire 火

2 - Water 水

3 - Iron 金

4 - Wood 木

5 - Earth 土

The Origin: Five Elements of 
Human Civilization

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



5554
 UHD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, Korean dubbed / 2018

5,000 Years of Survival

North Korean nuclear weapons has stirred tension over the 

Korean Peninsula growing to an international threat. For the past 

5,000 years, geopolitically surrounded by great powers, Koreans 

experienced one ordeal after another. The past kingdoms of the 

Korean peninsula fought against foreign powers, experiencing 

numerous successes and failures. They tried to maintain a sense 

of identity and autonomy as one nation.

This program will take a deeper look into the elements behind 

the rise and fall of the Korean Peninsula’s past kingdoms, 

the diplomatic strategies and principles to survive amid the 

surrounding foreign powers.

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2018

7,000 years ago, a woman lay cold in a tomb. She was discovered 

clasping a precious pieces of metal in her hands. Who were the 

revolutionaries that melted copper and tin together? Intriguing 

stories surge from the very beginning of civilization. 

This three-part series starts from the birth of the first bronze 

sword, along the 2,000-year journey from the west to the east, 

crossing the vast plains of the Eurasian continent. A story of a 

sword mightier than fire, melting the cold ices of the far East. 

The sword leads a journey through chaotic times when one 

group conquered the other, cities formed and wars were fought. 

Sword In Flames

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



Qin Shi Huang,
the King of Eternal Empire

56 57
 UHD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2017

Qin Shi Huang, 
the King of Eternal Empire  

This program is a grand UHD(4K) project between EBS and SMG 

in China about the mysteries of Qin Shi Huang’s mausoleum, one 

of the 8 wonders of the world. It is Qin Shi Huang who pulled 

off the stupendous feat of unifying China for the first time. We 

uncover the misconceptions and truths about the life of Qin 

Shi Huang’s legend and explore his enigmatic mausoleum, a 

gateway to history and civilization 2,000 years old.

Episode List :

1 - The Miracle of Unification: Qin Shi Huang
2 - The Emperor’s Everlasting Empire: The Mausoleum of Qin Shi Huang

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

HD  4 x 50 min  Korean dubbed / Episode 1. Mozi (English scripted) / 2017

This program refers to philosophers who emerged to combat 

the era of carnage and instability in China 2,500 years ago. This 

documentary explores Mozi’s ideas of pacifism, Confucius’ ideas 

of human sympathy, Zhuang Zhou’s ideas of genuine freedom, 

and Han Feizi’s ideas of righteous law.

Episode List :

1 - Mozi : Enraged by an Unjust World Devoid 
2 - Confucius : When Humans Cannot Be Trusted
3 - Zhuang Zhou : Facing Unbearable Anxiety
4 - Han Feizi : Confronting Cunning Vested Interests

The Hundred Schools of Thought: 
Philosophies that Conquer Despair 

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

 ABU Prizes 2017: TV Commended Entry, Documentary



59

As modern civilization transitions away from traditional society, 

what can a small region in Western Hunan Province in China 

called ‘Xiangxi’ mean to those of us living in different times 

with different values? Through the strong yet gentle lives of 

people in Xiangxi, flowing and changing with the pattern of 

nature, we ask timeless questions about the strife and conflict 

of humanity, explore the meaning of hope, and discover the 

true essence of beauty.

HD  3 x 50 min (inconclusive)  Clean, M/E, Chinese dubbed / 2018 

Xiangxi(湘西), 
Recovering the Hope of Humanity 

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

58
 2D  HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015 

The world’s first documentary on the thousand pagodas of 

Myanmar, this program unveils the shining civilization behind 

the outstanding architecture of ancient Myanmar. 

The ancient empire of Bagan is revisited in an exploration of 

the dynamic and magnificent history of Asia. Golden pagodas 

and thousands of large scale structures are recreated through 

3D photography and computer graphics in the world’s first 

documentary on the civilization of Myanmar.

Episode List :

1 - Legend of Gold
2 - Land of a Thousand Pagodas

Myanmar, 
Ancient Mysteries Revealed

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

 AIBD TV Awards 2016: Best TV program on Reviving Lost Cultural Heritage



61
 2D  HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015 

To most, the ancient Mayans conjure images of the world of 

the mysterious. This is because of the rampant imaginings of 

western scholars spurred by a lack of research, and a media 

that has promulgated such wild conjectures as fact. But like 

any other civilization, Mayan civilization is the product of man’s 

attempt to overcome the obstacles of his natural surroundings. 

In this documentary, we attempt to debunk the various myths 

and portray Mayan civilization through the facts that have 

come to light through archeological research. At the center 

of such research is the jungle, corn, the Mayan calendar and 

the descendants of the ancient Mayans who are living today.

Episode List :

1 - In Search of the Maize Civilization
2 - Tzolk’in, Time Written in the Skies

Maya, Behind the Myth

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

60
 2D  HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014

Borobudur, The enormous stone structure that persisted for 

1,300 years buried beneath volcanic ashes. With 76 Stupas and 

2,000,000 tons of volcanic stones, Borobudur in itself is a sacred 

text, Sutra. The corridor walls are filled with 1460 scenes from 

sacred Mahayana Buddhist texts like a panorama carved into the 

walls. Borobudur is the combination of 8th century Asian culture, 

religion, philosophy, art that passed through the Silk Voyage; 

that very legacy of Borobudur immortally continues on to this 

day in history books. This documentary shows the immortal 

story of the world’s cultural treasure and commemorates 200th 

anniversary of Borobudur’s discovery in 2004. 

Kingdom of the Ocean 
Silk Road Borobudur

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



The Rise of 
Great Powers

63
HD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

‘The Rise of Great Powers’ travels from ancient Rome to America 

in the 20th century to shed light on their paths to greatness. 

Thorough academic research as well as comparisons with their 

competitors reveal the x factor that these nations had and others 

did not. This search leads on to address the universal question 

of the successful growth of a nation, community or organization 

the factors leading to such success.

Episode List :

1 - Roman Citizenship
2 - Sunrise of the British Empire
3 - Empire of the Mongols
4 - Tiny Holland, Great Empire
5 - Freedom Summer, Mississippi 1964
6 - Path to Greatness, Future of Empires

The Rise of Great Powers

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

62
HD  13 x 40 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

In various parts of the world, there are still many indigenous 

tribes that live in their own natural habitats within their unique 

cultures. Through these tribes that preserve the traces of ancient 

times, like fossils, living in harmony with nature, we explore 

the pristine state of mankind and its civilization that is slowly 

disappearing due to the advance of science and cultivation. 

And we approach the uniqueness, beauty and value that these 

tribes possess and introduce them without prejudice, allowing 

viewers to ponder upon the universal value of mankind through 

the indigenous tribes in their pristine state.

The Roots of Mankind, 
A Quest for Beginnings 

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION SERIES



65
 2D  HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2013 

When it comes to the mighty Empire of Rome, surely its greatest 

gift to posterity is the Colosseum that still commands the awe 

and admiration of people all over the world to this day. Built 

with 1 million bricks laid by the hands of 30,000 slaves, the 

Colosseum forced the Roman Genius to develop all-new building 

techniques which continue to benefit architects today. But it 

was also a tool used by clever emperors to manipulate public 

opinion in their favor. However, not every aspect of Roman 

history is quite so triumphant: The eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 

AD 79 drew down a veil over the bustling sea port of Pompeii. 

Encased in solidified volcanic ash, little was known about the 

fate that befell its inhabitants. Until now, that is…

Episode List :

1 - The Colosseum: The Political Stage of Emperors
2 - Pompeii: The Remnants of an Empire

The Ancient Splendors 
of Rome

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

64
 2D  HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2013 

For many millennia, Babylon was shrouded in a mythical aura as 

a place in the bible synonymous with decadence and sin. But 

its true historical significance lay buried under the desert sands 

of Iraq, only to be discovered late in the 1 9th century. In this 

amazing new documentary, we compare myth with historical 

fact in order to unmask this fabled city, and bring to life the 

city’s legendary characters and buildings using the latest in 

3D motion capture technology based on precise archeological 

data. We visit the ruins of Babylon in Iraq for the first time since 

the Iraq War in order to see first hand, the size and scope of 

this ancient marvel. Through insights from the world’s foremost 

experts and a narrative which is both intriguing and exciting, we 

draw the viewer into the marvelous world of ancient Babylon.

Episode List :

1 - Babylon City and the Hanging Garden
2 - The Tower of Babel

Babylon Unveiled

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



67
 2D  HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2012 

Homo erectus, also known as “Peking Man,” is an ancient species 

of hominid. Having originated in Africa and spread to Europe and 

the furthest reaches of East Asia, this ancient man is mankind’s 

true Prometheus – harnessing fire and using it for his benefit.

The hand axe is the greatest invention of Paleolithic man and 

the most common artifact from the era. It is in a sense, the 

symbol of Man’s intellectual awakening whereby he was able 

to fashion in reality, what he envisioned in his mind. In “Homo 

Erectus and the Hand Axe Revolution,” we investigate a hand axe 

found at the Jeongok-ri archeological site in Korea in order to 

reconstruct the life of prehistoric man – his migrations, foraging 

and hunting activities, and his use of fire. Through vivid 3D 

cinematography, we recreate the lush forests of Asia 300,000 

years ago where Homo erectus once roamed.

Homo Erectus and 
the Hand Axe Revolution

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

66

 2D  HD  2 x 50 min or 2 x 46 min 
Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2011 

Since its discovery, Angkor has been synonymous with mystery. 

It is often depicted in popular culture as a place of foreboding 

inhabited by the gods. Few remember that the place was once 

inhabited by full-blooded men and women whose reasons for 

building the massive structures of Angkor were as earthly as 

they were celestial. 

This documentary will bring Angkor to vivid life, capturing not 

only Angkor Wat and Angkor Thom in their moment of glory, 

but the people who lived and worked there as well.

Through vivid 3D imagery, it will bring the ancient structures 

to life, restoring them to their former glory and giving you a 

rare glimpse of the way they were meant to be seen by their 

builders.

Angkor, Land of the Gods

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



69
HD  5 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2012

From the grand pyramids on the Giza Plateau to Machu Picchu, 

a veritable “palace in the sky” situated 4,000 meters above sea 

level, ancient ruins dot the world standing testament to the 

determination and ingenuity of the people who built them. 

Yet, not much is known about these ancient civilizations. Who 

built these amazing structures and how did they live? Also, 

what motivated them to undertake these grand construction 

projects? In Exploring Civilizations, we take an in-depth look 

into these ancient civilizations and the people behind them. 

We will investigate the latest archeological discoveries and hear 

the opinions of the world’s foremost experts in order to unravel 

the secrets that these ancient civilizations harbor.

Ancient Civilizations 
Uncovered

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

68
HD  6 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2010 

The backbone of South America is this subject of this amazing 

video series that goes deep into the breathtaking highlands of 

Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and Chile to find out about the people 

there, their culture, their history, and where their future lies. This 

series details the legacy of the proud Inca Empire, showing 

how it affects the Indios of the Andes even today, and the 

traditions of the people in the isolated towns nestled in Andes 

high-altitude havens. The darker side of their existence is also 

explored, including the lingering effects of centuries of slavery 

and exploitation, as well as their struggle to free themselves 

from the yoke of colonization.

The Past, Present, 
and Future of the Andes

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION



71
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2010 

Take a journey back in time, to an era when our ancestors were 

still living in caves. A time when the world was ruled not by 

man, but by mammoth. Come witness this exciting series that 

takes state-of-the-art computer graphics and beautiful natural 

video footage to realistically portray the lives of a family of these 

woolly giants. In vivid re-creations, live their lives through their 

eyes, from their day-to-day triumphs and dangers to the sad 

finale of their extinction. This visual treat is a must-see for anyone 

curious about these majestic cousins of today’s elephants.

The Mammoth, 
Titan of the Ice Age

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION

70
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English & Spanish dubbed / 2009 

Ever since their discovery in the 19th century, dinosaurs have 

sparked the imagination. The notion of giant reptiles the size of 

buildings has long been a fascination of writers, scientists, and 

more recently moviemakers. This entertaining but educational 

two-part series uses state-of-the-art computer graphics to tell 

the fictional tale of Patch, a tarbosaurus who 80 million years 

ago ruled the forests. His life story is split into two parts, the 

first covering his years as an infant who must first learn to hide 

before he can learn to hunt. The second installment shows 

Patch as an adult, the king of the forest and the top of the 

food chain — or is he? 

Tarbosaurus, 
the Mightiest Ever

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION
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The birth of the written word is the subject of this critically 

acclaimed three-part documentary series that takes us to the 

land once known as the Fertile Crescent where we investigate 

the development of ancient writing. Who invented letters, how 

did they do it, and what was their motivation? To this series’s 

creators, the answers to these questions also provide a key to 

understanding the development of civilization itself.

The Written Word

HISTORY & CIVILIZATION
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HD  3 x 30 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2003 
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HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted / 2018

How must parents of the industrial age educate children who 

are facing the Fourth Industrial Revolution? In this rapidly 

changing world, the approaching future instills a new kind of 

fear like an unknown illness. The Fourth Industrial Revolution 

has been seeping into not only the society at large but also 

our homes, parents, and children. Values and systems that we 

believed would last forever are crumbling, and we will soon 

be competing against artificial intelligence. So how are we to 

prepare our children to become “future people”?

This program focuses on the most basic social unit, the family. 

Teenagers are essentially raised by their family, the only unit 

that can generate love, the root of life. Since teens are still 

under the protection of their family while beginning to seriously 

contemplate their future, the role and significance of that family 

is especially important.

<In the Name of Love> introduces six families from different 

culture backgrounds: Korea, Singapore, India, Mongolia, Vietnam, 

and Germany capturing the intense efforts of education within 

these families in everyday life and contemplates the role of family 

in this day and age, facing a complicated and uncertain future.

In the Name of Love

ART & CULTURE
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HD  12 x 15 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted / 2016, 2017 

<Baby on the Way> season 1 and 2 are co-production between 

6 different countries for each season. It is an experimental 

documentary series for children and families, telling stories of 

childhood excitement, jealousy, happiness and stress as families 

prepare to embrace a new member – the baby on the way. In 

each episode, the child protagonist’s fears, hopes and dreams 

about the new arrival are expressed in their own words, but also 

visualized through animation sequences. These short films focus 

on the small, everyday crises of family life, and the mundane acts 

of caring, thoughtfulness and forgiveness which make families 

strong. In doing this the series reminds us of the centrality of 

family in all of our lives.

Baby on the Way 1, 2 

ART & CULTURE SERIES

HD  1 x 90 min (Feature Film) / 1 x 52 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted  / 2017 

For over 30 years, Colette and Sungmi fought with God to stay 

away from the path of shamans: the road which is considered 

insane and rejected from normal people. When Colette was 5 

years old, she foresaw the death of her relative. The moment she 

shared what she witnessed to her parents, her visions became 

a reality. Surprised, Colette’s parents told her not to mention a 

word to any others and sent her to a convent boarding school. 

When Sungmi was also 5, she was found praying in the middle of 

the night, asking God to save neighbours from death. Sungmi’s 

parents thought Sungmi was insane and tried to send her to a 

mental institution. Until they met each other at the International 

Shamanism Festival, Colette and Sungmi had to endure isolation 

and pain which no one else could have understood.

Shaman Road 

ART & CULTURE

Episode List 1:

1 - Shh! It’s a secret
2 - 7 years + 7 months=? 
3 - Gana, the Superboy! 
4 - Who made the forest fairy cry?  
5 - All prepared for the new baby sister! 
6 - Who will win today? 

Episode List 2:

1 - Cambodia: Mondy and Me
2 - Thailand: Somtum Girl
3 - Vietnam: Listen to me, Baby!
4 - Chile: Sailing to Baby Island
5 - Italy: I’m the Big Brother!
6 - Korea: Welcome to My Room
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HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted / 2016 

<Happiness in Architecture> asks questions like “Why do we think 

of architecture simply as an act of destruction or reconstruction?” 

Even people, who think of real estate only as an economical 

benefit or cost, will probably remember their old houses full 

of memories with their families, where care and love were 

penetrated. Buildings are lifeless matters, but the time we 

spent and the memories we made in them reflect all sorts of 

human emotions. The viewers also can find various examples 

that enabled communication and psychological healing through 

architecture in this documentary.

Episode List :

1 - Remembering My House
2 - Communication, Connection, Healing and Beyond
3 - Legacy of Memories

Happiness in Architecture 

ART & CULTURE

HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English scripted / 2017 

<Home Sweet Home> is a story about houses for living rather 

than houses for buying. In Korea, young adults remain ‘house 

poor’ while the elderly lack housing welfare. On the other hand, 

France and Northern European countries consider it a potential 

and future loss for young people to work part or full time to pay 

for housing, so the governments take care of the lion’s share of 

their housing costs. The show reflects on these realities while 

examining the housing situations in Northern Europe, Bhutan, 

and Japan.

Episode List :

1 - Where Young People Live
2 - Where Will Your Final Home Be?
3 - My Home Sweet Home

Home Sweet Home

ART & CULTURE SERIES
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HD  25 x 50 min  English scripted / 2016

<Life on the Road> portrays the lives of Asian people who 

tenaciously survive in harsh conditions, living a life along the 

road that is paved through the raw beauty of nature. This series 

is a movie-like story of journeys, encounters and everyday lives of 

Asian people such as a couple who make a living by transporting 

heavy bags of food and beverages to the top of a steep volcanic 

mountain; a Mongolian veterinarian and his wife who treat sick 

animals in vast grasslands; a nomadic father and his son who 

face a dilemma in the rapidly changing Kyrgyzstan society; and 

an ethnic minority woman from Vietnam, who is a part of a 

matrilineal society.

Life on the Road 

ART & CULTURE SERIES

78
HD  64 x 50 min  Korean dubbed / 2016~2017 

Korea will soon have one million foreign laborers working and 

living within the country. Of the 850,000 foreign laborers in 

Korea, more than half moved here alone to make a living for 

their families back in their homelands. This documentary series 

is a project of laughter and emotions made by the fathers who 

left their families behind and their young children who bid them 

good-bye. These foreign laborers’ young children set off to find 

their dads living alone and working hard in a strange country 

called Korea. They have never been to Korea before! As we 

capture their journey to find their dads on camera, we have the 

opportunity to see Korea and Korean people from their point 

of view and observe how Korean people treat foreigners. The 

program offers laughter, tears, and the opportunity to reflect on 

our own actions and attitudes.  And as we see these children 

be reunited with their fathers, we are reminded of the true 

meaning of family love. 

Finding My Daddy 

ART & CULTURE SERIES
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HD  3 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2015 

Papua New Guinea is a land filled with primordial life force, 

which was unknown to the rest of the world until the early 19th 

century. Still, vast amounts of its territory remains untouched by 

modern civilization. We observe its people digging into ash from 

a volcano that could erupt again anytime. We meet innocent 

children learning mathematics and music in a school built on 

land covered volcanic ash. We hear stories from its people, who 

keep hope alive despite the harshness of nature and unfortunate 

history. Its 900 tribes, each with its own language live in jungle 

swamps more dangerous than the Amazon, below a fuming live 

volcano, keeping their traditional culture and pristine nature 

alive.

Episode List :

1 - Traces of the Origin, Matupit 
2 - River of a Thousand Years, the Sepik
3 - Land of Spirits, Mt. Wilhelm

Papua New Guinea, 
Land of 900 Tribes

Papua New Guinea, 
Land of 900 Tribes
Papua New Guinea, 
Land of 900 Tribes

ART & CULTURE

80
HD  30 x 52 min  Korean dubbed / 2014 

This series is an aerial cinematography documentary introducing 

the most scenic spots on the Korean Peninsula filmed from 

the sky. We can enjoy the most attractive locations in Korea 

with aerial filming technologies and information about such 

locations - their history, cultural aspect and value as the cultural 

heritage of humanity. 

Korea from Above

ART & CULTURE SERIES
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HD  1x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

Sky Burial is a very unique funeral rite in Mustang District, Nepal. 

When your loved one died, remaining family lays a dead body 

outside and gives to the vultures instead of burying under the 

ground. 

With enticing scenes of Nepal, this documentary introduces 

the funerary practice and people living in Mustang District of 

Nepal who continue to practice this ceremony until these days. 

According to Tibetan Buddhism, people need to accumulate 

virtuous deeds during their lifetime for their next life to be better. 

And giving corpses to vultures is one last posthumous act of 

virtue. Having the vultures peck and eat the corpse completely 

is supposed to help the deceased live a better next life. Due 

to the nature of the rite, the villagers rarely allow foreigners to 

shoot footage of it, but EBS was able to gain the cooperation 

of a Nepalese family to reveal this funeral rite outside for the 

first time. 

Sky Burial

ART & CULTURE

82
HD  2 x 50 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011 

For most people around the world, the Gobi Desert is a name 

often heard but a place never seen, at least not in person. This 

harsh environment of bitterly cold winters and punishingly hot 

summers, with a nearly year-round lack of water, is a place 

where only the hardiest of creatures can survive. That includes 

the people, the descendants of ancient Mongolian horsemen 

who passed down the skills needed for the nomadic lifestyle still 

widely practiced today. This two-part documentary series follows 

one such extended family and their hardships as they raise 

camels, sheep, and other livestock on the unforgiving Mongolian 

steppe. With a special focus on their rare white camel, called 

chagangtimé, the viewer witnesses the challenges and triumphs 

of life in a gerr out on the prairie. 

Chagangtimé, 
the Story of the White Camel

ART & CULTURE
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There are a few places on earth skipped over by the touch of 

civilization with both its conveniences and its darker side which 

leaves its beneficiaries bereft of human warmth. They are places 

dominated by their natural environment where people choose 

to live in harmony with the nature surrounding them rather than 

to tame it. The children of these regions are some of the most 

innocent yet vulnerable members of humanity. They struggle 

with disease, poverty and the cruelty of child labor. Yet, even 

amidst their bleak circumstances, these children hold onto hope 

and strive to realize their dreams. This program is an intimate 

portrait of these children. We travel to the remotest places in 

the world such as Madagascar, the Himalayas, and Tuvalu, in 

order to tell their story.

Children of the World

HD  26 x 40 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2011

ART & CULTURE SERIES
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HD  30 x 30 min  Clean, M/E, English dubbed / 2014 

We’ve assembled a team of top experts in fields as diverse as 

history, culture, food, sports and architecture to take you on a 

new kind of trip around the world. With a deep knowledge of 

the themes we present, our new travel program is guaranteed 

to stimulate your mind and satisfy your senses. Our expert travel 

guides take us on in-depth journeys into a wide array of cultures. 

With the itinerary specially planned by the experts themselves, 

they break down each experience, engaging the viewer as if 

he were really there on location.

With Atlas, you have the chance to become an globe-trotting 

explorer!

World Experience, Atlas

TRAVEL SERIES
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8786
HD  40 min  Clean, M/E / 2008~ 

Since 2008, <Travelogue Earth> offers more than 2,050 episodes 

spanning an entire decade on EBS1 TV with top ratings of EBS 

programs. Rejecting familiar tourist paths that merely repeat 

the same tastes and fun experiences, <Travelogue Earth> has 

provided insight into the true lies and daily culture hitherto 

hidden to the eyes of travelers. This series also provides special 

themes such as literature, history, food, geology, art and etc. 

with special hosts who are experts of themes. Beloved by every 

generation for 10 years, several episodes are hosted by viewers 

who have been selected though several stages of travel planning 

documents screening and blind tests. 

Traversing diverse regions, themes, top-quality information and 

vivid experiences, <Travelogue Earth> sets a new standard for 

Korean travel programs. 

Travelogue Earth

TRAVEL SERIES

Africa
Botswana, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guinea, 
Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Malawi, Mauritius,  
Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Senegal, South 
Africa, Republic of the Congo, Republic of Cote 
d’Ivoire, Rwanda, Seychelles, Tanzania, Tunisia, 
Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Middle East
Iran, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Syria, 
Yemen

America
Argentina, Belize, Bolivia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Brazil, Ecuador, El Savador, 
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Urguay, USA, Venezuela

Oceania
Australia, Fiji, Hawaii, New Zealand, Palau New 
Guinea, New Caledonia, Samoa, Solomon Islands, 
Tahiti, Vanuatu

Asia
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, East 
Timor, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Laos, 
Philippines, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam  

Europe
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Kyrgyzstan, 
Latvia,  Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Netherland, Norway, Portugal, 
Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, 
Switzerland, Tajikistan, Tibet, Turkey, Ukraine, 
United Kingdom, Uzbekistan

By Countries 

Road Trip: The Surprising Temptation of Earth
 •Petra and Cappadocia, Alaska, Lapland, South Africa and etc. 

Literature
 • Chinese Poetry Journey: On the Silk Road, Though places of exile, Yellow River(黃河), and etc.
 •Shakespeare in Love: Journey with William Shakespeare and his masterpiece

History and Civilization: Journey to follow steps of history 
 •Italy, England, France and Czech Republic 

Food 
 •China, Japan, Indochina (Vietnam, Thailand, Laos), and etc. 

Minority Ethnics in China 
 •Yunnan(雲南), Miao(苗族), Zhuang(壯族) and etc.

Geology
 •South America, Middle East, Alaska and etc.  

By Themes 



Nature
EBS Collection on Nature is about an ecosystem overall, all clips by themes 
attentively selected from EBS premium documentaries. For now, it has 9 
themes such as Geography, Battles for Survival, Reproduction, Mating, 
Survival of the Fittest, Human Evolution, Parenting, Coexistence, and Co-
prosperity with Nature, and about 130 clips in total, will have more soon. 

89

Fascinating clips at the touch of a button anytime and anywhere!
EBS Collection reached a global audience via YouTube channels. Chosen among more 
than 310,000 digitalized sources from EBS accumulated archive, EBS Collection gives you 
exclusive access to intriguing and informative video clips under exquisite curation such as 
travel, health, natural science and more.
For broadcasters or producers envisioning large scale travel, nature, science documentary 
projects as well as platform businesses planning for mobile devices, all forms of striking 
content await in EBS collection.

EBS Collection 

Travel
There are more than 1,200 clips, all under 5 minutes each clip, from 
premium EBS travel program.
EBS Collection on Travel is categorized as 8 themes; Festivals, Flavors, 
Cities, Lifestyle, Markets, Awe of Nature, Bucket List Destination, and 
Expedition/Challenges. Audience can enjoy full of experiences all over 
the world as well as helpful tips for their travel planning. 

Health
About 100 clips and will be more, EBS Collection on Health has accurate 
and vivid CGI pictures of human body inside. EBS Collection on Health 
clips are carefully selected from EBS medical documentary under 10 
themes; Cancer, Nerve System, Musculoskeletal System, Endocrine 
metabolism, Digestive System, Dental Disease, Urinary System, 
Cardiovascular System and Respiratory System. 


